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In an effort to update the producers and the Washington Potato Commission
whose funds support our research, the following is an update of my laboratory
efforts in developing disease resistance potatoes.

How do plants resist disease? My research objective at WSU for the past 27
years has been to understand how plants are able to resist pathogens. In the last10 years we have obtained the techniques to dissect this problem. Diseaseresistance is an active response by plant cells which results in the release of
hormone-like signals from the pathogen that further stimulate the production and
release of digestive enzymes and other proteins from the plant. The signals
generate the activation of certain plant genes that , digest components in the cell
walls of bacterial and fungal pathogens. Other activated plant genes help keep
alive plant cells adjoining those cells directly attacked by the pathogen. Some of
the signals released in the plant/pathogen interaction can completely stop the
growth of the pathogen.

Most people don t realize that plants resist nearly all the microorganisms
they contact. Only a few specialized pathogens can adapt to a given species such
as potatoes. Also the pathogens adapting to potatoes are mostly ineffective onany other plant species, for example peas, wheat, alfalfa, etc. This explains why
crop rotation is useful because it takes away a pathogen s host for a year or more
and the pathogen starts a decline. To protect plants grown in a continual single
cropping mode , breeders often introduce resistance factors by crossing them with
exotic plants which are members of the same species. However , breeding diseaseresistance from Peruvian potatoes into commercial lines such as Russet Burbank isextremely difficult because of the predominant sterility of Russet Burbank.

With the advent of genetic engineering it is possible to introduce genes into
potatoes one or more at a time without crossing. As indicated above, peasnaturally resist most of the potato pathogens. There are a group of genes one or
more of which the pea must turn on to resist a potato pathogen. In the last years we have isolated and cloned these genes. This means that we have them in
a test tube ready for transfer to other plants. Five years ago we hypothesized 
peas can use these genes to protect themselves from potato pathogens, then ifpotatoes could acquire these same genes they could be protected from their 

ownpathogens. We are in the process of inserting disease resistance genes from peas
into potatoes.
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The first results strongly , indicate that this is working as we are seeing increased
resistance to Verticillum wilt and powdery mildew with the addition of a single
pea gene. We have not checked resistance against other disease organisms. Also,
we now have potatoes with other introduced genes such as the genes producing
pathogen-cell-wall-digesting enzymes. These genes should provide an even more
potent resistance.

Genetic improvements through genetic engineering are much more precise
than those through convention breeding. With conventional crossing techniques the
progeny of a cross contains 50% of the exotic parent' s 10,000+ genes (one of
which is desirable) and 50% of the commercial cultivar parent' s 10,000+ genes all
of which are valuable for growth, yield, quality, etc. The genetic engineering of I
desirable gene into the 10 000+ desirable genes of Russet Burbank or Shepody is
unlikely to change these cultivars in any way except for that resulting from the
increased disease resistance trait added.


